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INTRODUCTION:    Dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI can provide noninvasive visualization of contrast agent uptake and has been gaining increasing notice 
in tissue characterization. However, its ability to provide high-temporal-resolution delineation of contrast kinetics remains limited by the long scan time needed for 
high-definition volumetric imaging. Recent advances in fast imaging could lead to further improvement in this application, including 1. k-t techniques [1,2] exploiting 
spatiotemporal correlations and successfully applied to 2D dynamic imaging; 2. 2D acceleration [3] providing more desirable noise/artifact distribution in 3D imaging 
than 1D acceleration alone. The purpose of this work was to develop a new k-t approach compatible with 2D-accelerated 3D imaging and preliminarily explore its 
performance in abdominal DCE MRI.  
THEORY:    Adjacent time frames in dynamic imaging exhibit a high degree of correlation. k-t GRAPPA takes 
advantage of this property by directly using temporal neighbors with the same phase-encoding (PE) for recovering 
missing  k-space samples. However, this method leads to temporal interpolation in a fixed wide window spanning 
2⋅AF-1 (AF: acceleration factor) time points for each time frame and therefore substantially impairs its depiction of 
contrast-kinetics. Theoretically, to preserve temporal resolution, interpolation should be restricted to data acquired in a 
narrow window covering the most consistent time frames. Contrast injection induces signal variations during a scan, 
presumably proportional to variations in repeatedly-measured auto-calibration (ACS) signals. Therefore, sum of 
squares of deviation in ACS signals can be calculated to estimate consistency between two time points. The AF-1 
temporal neighbors with the highest consistency can be selected for synthesizing missing data at a time point (tn). This 
new k- & adaptive-t-space data synthesis scheme was integrated with a computationally-efficient data-driven parallel 
imaging method, ARC [4] (Autocalibrating Reconstruction for Cartesian sampling), and referred to as kats ARC in 
this study. 
    Fig. 1 illustrates this new method with AF=2×2. A fully-sampled mask frame was acquired prior to contrast 
injection, followed by k-t-undersampled acquisition for DCE imaging. To optimize both correlation and fidelity for temporal interpolation, undersampling was 
performed in kz-ky-t space in a time-alternating fashion providing minimal PE difference for data synthesis between immediately adjacent time points. For image 
reconstruction, dynamic k-space was first calculated by mask subtraction at each tn, to alleviate the adverse effects of static tissues on residual artifacts and weights 
fitting for temporal interpolation. Next, dynamic k-space was converted to hybrid space by Fourier transforming along kx similar to ARC and used for subsequent data 
synthesis. Each missing line at tn was synthesized using its immediate neighbors along ky and kz at tn and the neighbors with the closest PE at all time points covered by 
a tn-specific temporal window Wn, determined for each tn as pre-described. Coil weights were calculated using ACS data within Wn with the same sampling pattern. 
After fitting all missing data, mask k-space data were added back to recover static signals before reconstructing final images.  
MATERIAL and METHODS:    A simulation was performed based on a 3D numeric abdominal phantom (Fig. 2.a) with static background (ellipses) and two 
dynamic regions representing a small blood vessel (circle) and a large-scale organ (square). A 192×160×32 k-space matrix was generated at 12 time points. Contrast 
enhancement was simulated by modulating the two dynamic regions based on a contrast-kinetics time course measured in an actual abdominal MRI study. Data 
acquisition with an 8-channel cardiac coil was generated using simulated coil sensitivity maps with added Gaussian noise. Data acquisition for kats ARC was simulated 
by undersampling the full k-space dataset with AF=2×2. For comparison, two conventional methods, ARC and sliding window (temporal view sharing to recover 
missing outer k-space lines), were also simulated with the same AF. Different techniques were compared based on the accuracy in contrast-kinetics depiction. 
    To validate simulation results, true MR data were acquired from a patient after obtaining written informed consent on a 1.5T clinic MR system (GE Signa Twin). 10 
DCE time frames were acquired using a 3D spoiled gradient-echo sequence with 1D acceleration along ky (AF=1×2) and a GE 8-channel cardiac coil. The imaging 
parameters included: FOV = 300×200 mm2; 320×180 k-space matrix; 48 slices with 4mm thickness; TR/TE = 4.2/1.4 ms; flip angle = 15°. Single-dose contrast agent 
was injected at a rate of 1 cc/s, chased by 20 cc saline at the same rate. k-space data were further decimated by AF=2×2 to simulate different fast imaging acquisitions. 
Images reconstructed using fast imaging techniques were compared with the reference images reconstructed from original k-space to assess their effectiveness.  
RESULTS:    Fig. 2 compares different reconstructions in the center slice of the peak-enhancement frame. ARC (b) clearly suffers from substantially increased noise 
and residual artifacts. Significant blurring and ghosting (arrows) appear in the sliding window image (c). In comparison, kats ARC (d) yields very similar sharpness and 
contrast compared to the original image.  Fig .2.e shows contrast kinetics measured in the phantom vessel. The ARC curve deviates from true contrast kinetics 
significantly presumably due to artifact effects. Sliding window results in temporal blurring during periods of nonlinear signal variations (e.g. frame 3&7). Contrarily, 
kats ARC follows the true contrast kinetics closely throughout the scan. Fig. 3 shows a slice from the patient study. Clearly, kats ARC (d) provides image quality 
similar to the reference, while ARC (b) generates severe noise/artifacts and 
sliding window (c) alters tissue contrast due to temporal blurring which is 
most evident in fine vasculature (arrow). 
DISCUSSION:    We demonstrated a new fast imaging approach, capable 
of exploiting spatiotemporal correlations in 3D DCE imaging with 2D 
acceleration. Our preliminary results show that this new method can 
improve overall image quality and reconstruction accuracy compared to 
ARC and sliding window. By confining k-t synthesis adaptively to data 
with the highest consistency within a narrow time window, kats ARC can 
potentially provide higher temporal resolution than k-t GRAPPA. Besides, 
kats ARC inherits the high computation efficiency of ARC and should help 
reduce the burden of intensive computation needed in accelerated 3D DCE 
imaging [4]. Further work will conduct more in-vivo studies and perform a 
more complete comparison with competing techniques.  
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Fig. 2. a) Center slice of the 3D phantom at time frame 5 and the same slice 
reconstructed using b) ARC, c) sliding window and d) kats ARC with AF = 2×2. e) 
Measured time courses of mean signal intensity at ROI for full-kspace (red dots), ARC 
(black crosses), sliding window (green circles) and kats ARC (blue pluses).   
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Fig. 3. left to right: 
center slice 
reconstructed from 
original k-space 
and using ARC, 
sliding window 
and kats ARC. 

Fig. 1. Upper: kats ARC acquisition. F: full 
k-space; A-D: k-space segment indices. 
Bottom: kz-ky-t undersampling. Solid: 
sampled; circle: unsampled; blue solid: 
synthesis sources; red circle: synthesis target. 
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